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ABSTRACTWe consider scalable certi�cate revocation in a public-keyinfrastructure (PKI). We introduce depender graphs, a newclass of graphs that support e�cient and fault-tolerant re-vocation. Nodes of a depender graph are participants thatagree to forward revocation information to other partici-pants. Our depender graphs are k-redundant, so that revo-cations are provably guaranteed to be received by all non-failed participants even if up to k�1 participants have failed.We present a protocol for constructing k-redundant depen-der graphs that has two desirable properties. First, it isload-balanced, in that no participant need have too manydependers. Second, it is localized, in that it avoids the needfor any participant to maintain the global state of the depen-der graph. We also give a localized protocol for restructuringthe graph in the event of permanent failures.
1. INTRODUCTIONPublic keys and their certi�cates eventually become in-valid. Most certi�cates have an expiration date, but forvarious reasons a certi�cate may become invalid prior to theexpiration date. For example, the secret key may have beenlost or compromised. The owner's identifying information,which might include an e-mail address or employer, mayhave changed. The certi�cate might have been used to en-able organizational privileges that have been withdrawn bythe employer. Under these circumstances, there should besome way to revoke the certi�cate.
1.1 Existing ApproachesCurrent proposed standards for revocation, as found inthe X.509 directory framework [15], and the Internet draftstandard Public Key Infrastructure [1], involve certi�caterevocation lists (CRLs) maintained on key servers, whichact as repositories for certi�cates. To revoke a certi�cate,the key owner or another responsible authority sends the�Some of the ideas in this paper appeared in exploratoryform in [12].
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key server a revocation notice, which is a signed messageidentifying the certi�cate to be revoked.Upon receipt of a valid revocation notice, the key serverupdates its CRL and no longer gives out the revoked certi�-cate. In a push-based system, signed CRL updates are sentout periodically to interested users. In a pull-based system,end users who want to check the validity of a certi�cate mustquery the key server, and in response receive all or part ofthe latest full, signed, CRL. Good discussions of revocationtechnologies can be found in [4] and [11]. There are vari-ous strategies for reducing communication and storage costswhile maintaining timeliness of revocation, such as Kocher'scerti�cate revocation tree [8] and related advances [7, 13],and methods for reducing server load, as in [2, 9].One can try to reduce the need for revocation by limit-ing certi�cates to brief expiration periods, but this increasesserver load because new certi�cates must be sent more fre-quently. Rivest [14] suggested a two-level staged expiration,but this more complex system still requires a \suicide bu-reau" to maintain revocations due to key compromise. Mc-Daniel and Rubin [10] suggest that revocation will remain anecessary part of any PKI.From a social point of view we want to acknowledge thefact that many certi�cates are issued by individuals, perhapsusing PGP, and distributed without the use of a key server[16]. Certi�cates and revocations might be posted on Webpages to publicize them, but these pages typically do notsupport key server responsibilities such as CRL maintenanceor distribution.
1.2 A New Distributed ApproachIn this paper, we propose a new method for handling dis-tribution of revocations or certi�cate updates. Our methodis a push-based method in which each certi�cate has a list ofdependers. Revocations and updates for a certi�cate, whenthey occur, are to be sent to the certi�cate's dependers.Having a set of dependers for each certi�cate narrows theburden of noti�cation to the minimal set of interested par-ties, which is an advantage in a push-based system. How-ever, a solution in which a single root entity sends revocationnotices for a particular certi�cate to all the dependers forthat certi�cate has several disadvantages. If the root entityis a key server with many certi�cates and many customers,it may be too costly to provide and distribute customizedCRL's for each of its customers. On the other hand, if theroot entity is an individual, it need only be responsible forsending notices regarding its own certi�cate, but even somay not have the resources to distribute them to a largelist. For example, everyone with a copy of the PGP soft-



ware has the certi�cate of its creator Phil Zimmerman, andhe would not and could not put everyone on his dependerlist. Finally, it is not fault-tolerant. For example, if the net-work link connecting a depender to the root entity is crashedor slow, then the depender will not be able to receive therevocation notice in a timely fashion.In our system, rather than having a centralized revoca-tion server who sends revocations to all end users eitherperiodically or in response to queries, the dependers them-selves will participate in distributing revocations and otherupdates. To that end, participants who wish to be depen-ders for a particular certi�cate register as dependers withother participants. The participants can then be consideredto form a depender graph. A participant agrees to forwardany revocations or other updates she receives to her depen-ders. The source of a revocation notice sends it to dependersregistered directly with it; those dependers then forward therevocations to their dependers, and so on.The simplest kind of depender graph is a tree. For ex-ample, we could make a rule saying that anyone who re-lays a certi�cate should put the recipient on a depender list.That is, if A sends a certi�cate to B, then A puts B onA's depender list for that certi�cate, regardless of who ownsthe certi�cate or where it came from. However, this sim-ple scheme has the di�culty that it depends on the correctand prompt operation of participants, and that a partici-pant who distributes a certi�cate to many users will alsobe bound to distribute revocations to them. Furthermore,it is even more vulnerable to failures than the centralizedroot entity scheme since there is generally only one path bywhich a revocation notice can be forwarded.In order to provide tolerance of up to k� 1 crashed, slow,or misbehaving participants (or the network links connectingthem), we require participants to register as dependers withat least k other participants. This straightforward idea hasseveral desirable properties:� It is workable for individuals.� It is \server-light," so that massive institutional facil-ities are not required.� It is decentralized.� It is survivable in the event of typical computer andnetwork failures.� It supports prompt revocation, even if some of compo-nents exhibit extraordinary delays.� It requires only a realistic workload for those using thesystem.� The workload is allocated in proportion to the self-interest of users.� It makes it practical to distribute revocation informa-tion immediately, rather than delaying for a periodicCRL publication schedule.Although we focus on using depender graphs to distributerevocations, they can also be used to distribute frequentshort-lived certi�cates or other kinds of certi�cate updates.In order to join a depender graph, a participant needs to�nd k other participants to depend on. We present joiningprotocols that are load-balanced, in that no participant need

have too many dependers, and localized, in that no globalstate is maintained and participants need only maintain in-formation about a few other participants. We also give alocalized protocol for restructuring the graph in the eventof permanent failures.We de�ne depender graphs and prove their fault toleranceproperties in Section 2. We present depender graph con-struction protocols in Section 3. In Section 4, we presentalgorithms to recon�gure the graph around permanent fail-ures. We present further discussion in Section 5 and con-clude in Section 6.
2. DEPENDER GRAPHSFor a given certi�cate, we view certi�cate-holding partic-ipants in a network as nodes in a directed graph, called adepender graph, where there is an edge from A to B if B ison A's depender list for that certi�cate. In that case we saythat B depends on A, and that A is a parent of B. We willalways construct depender graphs to be acyclic and rooted ,and we say B is belowA in a depender graph if there is a pathfrom A to B. The root of the depender graph|usually thecerti�cate owner or some kind of certi�cate server|is thesource of revocation or update information about the cer-ti�cate. When the root initiates a certi�cate revocation orupdate notice, it sends the notice to its dependers, calledroot-dependers. In turn, each node receiving the notice for-wards it to its dependers.In general, di�erent certi�cates will have di�erent depen-der graphs, though these graphs may share some commonsubgraphs. In practice, multiple depender graphs mighthave signi�cant overlap, and some operations on them couldbe combined for e�ciency. We do not discuss such optimiza-tions further in this paper.In order to avoid spurious revocations, revocation noticesare typically authenticated by means of a digital signature.Since revocations are discarded if the authentication of thesignature fails for any reason, malicious or arbitrary fail-ures have the same e�ect as crash or omission failures, inwhich messages are lost. In order for a node to obtain theproper revocation information, it is su�cient that it receiveone copy of the signed notice, regardless of whether othercopies have correct information, incorrect information, orhave been lost.In our setting, the simplest method for signing revocationnotices is that revocation notices of an individual's publickey are signed by the corresponding private key; forwardedrevocation notices maintain the initial signature. An ad-vantage of this method is that since the key used to verifythe revocation notice is the same as the key that is beingrevoked, a user will always be able to check the signatureon revocation notices for certi�cates she has. Furthermore,a correct signature implies that the revocation notice eithercame from the owner of the key and should therefore betrusted, or the revocation notice came from someone whoknows the private key (or who knows how to forge signa-tures from that key), in which case the key is by de�nitioncompromised and should be revoked.If a public key is being revoked because the private keyhas been lost, or if the key is being revoked by an authorityother than the owner of the key, then it is not possible forthe private key to sign the revocation. In this case of a lostprivate key, one possibility is that the user �rst obtain anew set of keys and use these to authenticate the revocation



message, but this has the disadvantage of requiring the newkey to be disseminated before the old key can be revoked.In the case that another authority is intended to be ableto revoke the key, it is important that the dependers knowthe public key of that authority. This can be guaranteed, forexample, by including the revoking authority's public key asan extension in the user's certi�cate. This is not necessaryin the case that the revoking authority is the same as thecerti�cate authority that originally signed the certi�cate.We would like depender graphs to be fault-tolerant. Ob-viously, we cannot expect information from the root to besent if the root has failed. However, the temporary or per-manent failure of fewer than k non-root nodes should notprevent a revocation notice sent by the root from reachingany non-failed certi�cate holder in a timely fashion. As dis-cussed above, since revocations are digitally signed by a keyknown to all the dependers, it su�ces to guarantee that eachdepender will receive at least one correct revocation noticein a timely fashion, independent of the timing or correctnessof any other copies received. To guarantee that at least onecorrect revocation notice is received quickly, we consider thefollowing k-redundancy property: a rooted directed acyclicgraph is k-redundant if even after the removal of any set ofk� 1 non-root nodes, there is a path from the root to everyremaining node. (In Section 5.2, we address methods formaking the root itself fault-tolerant if desired.)We show below that the global property of k-redundancycan be achieved by ensuring a local property|that everynode except for the root and its dependers has k parents inthe graph; this is called the k-parent property. We refer toa rooted, directed, acyclic graph with the k-parent propertyas a k-rdag.In order to prove the fault tolerance properties of k-rdags,we need some basic graph theoretic de�nitions, slightly mod-i�ed to take into account the rooted nature of our dependergraphs. A set of nodes is root-avoiding if it does not containthe root. A cut set is a root-avoiding set of nodes whose re-moval disconnects some remaining node from the root. Twoor more paths from A to B are pairwise internally node-disjoint if no two of the paths have any nodes in commonexcept A and B. In any rooted, �nite, acyclic graph, it ispossible to de�ne a rank function on nodes such that everyedge goes to a node of greater rank than the one it is from(so edges are rank-increasing). For example, the rank of anode can be the length of the longest path from the root tothat node.Theorem 1. Let G be a k-rdag. Then G is k-redundant.Proof. Let G be a k-rdag and let C be a cut set of G.Note that if every cut set contains at least k nodes, then anyset of k � 1 or fewer non-root nodes is not a cut set, so allremaining nodes are connected to the root, and the graph isk-redundant. Hence, it su�ces to show that C has at leastk nodes. Let x be a node that is disconnected from the rootin G� C, and de�ne the neighborhood of x to be the set ofnodes y on paths from the root to x in G such that no pathfrom y to x has a node in C. These are the nodes betweenC and x.Note that since C disconnects x from the root, x is notthe root or a neighbor of the root, and therefore x has kparents by assumption. If the neighborhood of x is empty,then every parent of x must be in C, and hence C has at

least k nodes, and we are done. Otherwise, �nd a node y inthe neighborhood of x of minimum rank. By the de�nitionof a neighborhood, y also is not the root or a neighbor ofthe root. Hence, by the k-parent property, y has k parents.Those parents must all be in C, for one that is not wouldbe in the neighborhood of x and have rank less than y, acontradiction. Thus, C has at least k nodes, completing theproof.The following more explicit result will be helpful when weconsider the e�ciency of revocation distribution.Theorem 2. Every k-rdag has k pairwise interior node-disjoint paths from the root to any node.Proof. Let G be a k-rdag. If the root and a root-neigh-bor are both active, then there is always a path betweenthem (consisting of the single edge that connects them).Suppose x is a not the root of G, and is not a root-neighborin G. Then by the argument in the proof of Theorem 1, itfollows that any cut set that disconnects x from the root isof size at least k. By Menger's Theorem (cf. [6]), it furtherfollows that there are k pairwise interior node-disjoint pathsfrom the root to x.
3. DEPENDER GRAPH CONSTRUCTIONDepender graphs grow as new nodes join the graph. Weenvision that a new node will join the graph for a particularcerti�cate when it receives the certi�cate from one of thenodes already in the graph. In order to maintain the k-parent property, the joining node must either depend on theroot or �nd k nodes to depend on that are already in thegraph.
3.1 Necessary and Sufficient ConditionsWe �rst address the conditions necessary to ensure thatthere are always enough available parents without overload-ing participants with too many dependers. Hence, a restric-tion on the choice of parents is that there is limit on thenumber of depender slots, the maximum number of depen-ders a node is willing to support. It is clear that if nodesare not willing to have enough depender slots, then it willnot always be possible to add new nodes to the graph, sinceonce the root's depender slots are full, each new node re-quires k available parent slots in order to join the graph.We can show that it is enough for each new node to have kdepender slots. De�ne a kernel as k nodes that have at least1, 2, ..., k slots available, respectively.Theorem 3. A k-rdag can be constructed from any num-ber of nodes with k depender slots.Proof. Begin with the root and make the next k nodesroot-dependers. Subsequent nodes need to �nd k parents.We claim that when a kernel exists, another node with kdepender slots can always be added to the graph, and therewill still be a kernel; that is, the existence of a kernel is aninvariant.Note �rst that just after the k root-dependers are added,each of the k root-dependers still has all its k slots avail-able, more than satisfying the requirement for a kernel. (Infact, the root-dependers form a kernel even if the ith root-depender has only i slots.)



For the proof of invariance, assume that a kernel exists.We can add a new node and give it k parents by taking oneparent from each of the kernel nodes. This preserves theexistence of a kernel, since the original kernel nodes nowhave at least 0, 1, ..., k� 1 slots available and the new nodecan be added to the kernel with its k available slots.
Kernel

Root

Figure 1: The k = 3 Triangular SchemeThe kernel-based algorithm for adding nodes to a depen-der graph used in the proof above is called a triangularscheme. The result of adding eight nodes to a root usingsuch a scheme is illustrated in Figure 1 for k = 3. To em-phasize the regular construction of the graph, the root de-penders are shown with additional root-depender parents,though those edges are not necessary.Note that a kernel may not be unique, and there mayexist other nodes with additional available slots, becausesome nodes, such as those designed to be key servers, maysupport more than the minimum assumed k dependers foreach certi�cate.The triangular scheme always has 1+2+:::+k = (k2+k)=2slots available once all the root-dependers have been added.This may sound excessive, since adding a node only requires�nding k slots (in di�erent parents), but we can show thatthis number (k2 + k)=2 is minimal.Theorem 4. In order to add k non-root-depender nodes,a k-rdag must have at least (k2 + k)=2 slots available.Proof. Consider adding a new set S of k nodes. The�rst node in S to be added must depend on k other nodes.So there must be at least one slot open in k other nodes atthe beginning of the process of adding the S nodes. By theend of adding all nodes in S, a total of k2 slots have beenused. Each of the k additions need to depend on k nodes,some of which may be in S. The maximum number of slotsthat may be used in the set S (with members of S depending

on earlier members of S) is (k2 � k)=2. Since k2 total slotsare used in adding S, that means there must have been atleast k2 � (k2 � k)=2 = (k2 + k)=2 slots at the beginning ofthe process of adding S.Hence, the triangular scheme is optimal in the sense ofhaving the fewest sustainable number of available slots. Notethat there may be other ways of achieving the same optimalnumber of available slots if some nodes are willing to supportmore than k dependers.
3.2 A Localized Protocol for Node AdditionOne motivation of forwarding certi�cates and recordingdependers for later revocation is that it is distributed anddecentralized, so that it is not necessary for the root to com-municate with all the nodes holding its certi�cate. Addingnodes with a triangular scheme seems to destroy this advan-tage by requiring participants to keep track of which nodesare in the current kernel. In fact, it is not necessary to doso, because it turns out the existence of a kernel can bemaintained without knowing where it is.Speci�cally, if there is a kernel and the parents of a newnode are taken to be any k nodes with available slots, a kernelexists after the addition of the node. To see this, note thatwhere kernel nodes are taken, an argument as in the proofof Theorem 3 shows that the new node plus all but one nodefrom the old kernel form a new kernel. Where a non-kernelnode is taken, the kernel node that \should" have been takenis still available to �ll its role in the new kernel. Hence,the existence of a kernel is preserved. This exibility inchoosing parents makes it possible to consider optimizationgoals, such as minimizing the average path length in thedepender graph.Theorem 5 shows that if there is a kernel, then one can�nd k available depender slots in k distinct nodes by tracingdown in the graph from any initial \search set" of k nodes.Theorem 5. If G is a k-rdag, then there is an availableparent set below any set of k nodes.Proof. Let S be a set of k nodes in a k-rdag. Induct onthe maximum length (i.e., the number of edges) of a paththat begins in S and ends outside S. If the maximum is 0then the S nodes have no dependers outside S, so each nodein S can have at most k � 1 dependers (all the other nodesin S), each node in S has at least one available slot, andthus S can be the parent set.For the induction step, suppose the maximum such pathlength is n. If every node in S has an available slot, thek nodes in S can serve as parents. Otherwise, some nodehas no available slots, so it has a set S0 of k dependers.The set S0 has maximum path length smaller than n, and isbelow the original set S, so by induction and transitivity of\below" there exists an available parent set below the givenk nodes.Theorem 5 suggests a localized protocol for adding newnodes, for which each node in the graph keeps track onlyof its parents and its dependers. Given a new node, webegin by identifying a single node already in the graph asa \starting node"; typically, the starting node would be aparticipant from whom a new participant has just learned acerti�cate. If the starting node does not have k parents, it



must be the root or a root-depender. In that case, either thenew node can be a root-depender, or if there are already kroot-dependers, take those k nodes as a search set and applyTheorem 5. Otherwise, the starting node has k parents thatcan be taken as a search set as in Theorem 5.It might be desired to choose parents in such a way thatthe path lengths from the root to each new node are mini-mized. The construction in Theorem 5 does not satisfy thatproperty. To minimize path length, one would instead tra-verse back up the parent links and take depender slots fromthe highest available nodes. However, this would either re-quire nodes to maintain more information about where inthe graph the available slots are, or would require a newparticipant to traverse more of the graph in the worst case.
4. RECONFIGURING AFTER FAILURESWhen a node wants to drop out of a depender graph, or isotherwise discovered (somehow) to have failed permanently,we would like to be able to restructure the depender graphso that the k-redundancy property is maintained on the newgraph. If such recon�gurations are done, the fault toleranceof our system over time can be much more than k, as longas there are not more than k � 1 failed nodes between re-con�gurations. We sketch a protocol for recon�guring thegraph if only crash failures can occur. If malicious failurescan occur, the recon�guration protocol needs to be maderobust in order to tolerate them.A node's role as a depender and as a parent for its depen-ders can be taken over completely by one of the following:� the last node added, which has no dependers,� the next node added, if it is feasible to wait,� one of its dependers (whose role will have to be takenover recursively),� k slots (found by the protocols of Section 3.2) usingone of its parents or dependers as a starting node.There are several details that have to be addressed. Forexample, if the failed node has more than k dependers, itmay take more than one node to replace it (we would needthe fourth option above).If the protocol to determine which node will replace thefailed node is decentralized, then there is a problem withasynchrony. Without a global ordering, if two nodes try totake the place of a failed node, each might start replacingthe failed node in its parent's dependers' slots. Then bothnew nodes might get half way through, having only k=2parents. In theory, the dependers of the failed node couldrun a mutual exclusion or priority algorithm. In practice,some canonical ordering such as one based on IP addresscould be used.In order to carry out a replacement, it is necessary thatthe topological information stored in the failed node (itsparent and depender addresses) has not been lost. It couldbe saved in another \caretaker" node, for example the �rstparent of that node in some canonical ordering (such as IPaddress in a practical setting), assuming that parents woulddiscover or suspect failures of their dependers through anacknowledgement requirement in the forwarding protocol. Ifwe assume that at most ` permanent failure occurs betweenrecon�gurations, it is su�cient for each node to store ` levelsof topological information.

If a node is replaced when it has not actually failed, butjust su�ered an unusually long delay, it can be reconnectedby treating it as a new node. An additional consideration inthis case is that it may possess certi�cates that it believes tobe valid, but which were revoked during the period in whichit was disconnected. To make updates possible, nodes shouldsave revocation notices that have passed through them untilthe a�ected certi�cate has expired.A topic for further research is to repair known failuresgradually. A failure is \known" if a node becomes awarethat one of its parents or dependers is no longer active. Theunsolved question here is how to use local information to�nd and take advantage of available slots.
5. DISCUSSIONIn this section, we briey discuss a number of issues andpossible extensions where further research is called for.
5.1 Link/Transport connectivityIf two paths are node-disjoint, then they are also edge-disjoint. Thus, our depender graphs are tolerant against thefailure of k � 1 node or edge failures. However, in a realnetwork, links between di�erent nodes are not independent.Often many links go through the same switching node in anunderlying communication infrastructure. Thus, the failureof one switching node may result in the failure of many edgesin a depender graph.It would therefore be desirable to assure that links from anode to its k parents are independent (so it takes k failures oflower-layer switching nodes to break them all). If in additionthere are k independent paths from the root to its dependers,then an inductive argument shows that it takes k failures ofthe underlying network components to cut all paths to anode. A weaker version guarantees k-redundancy for non-root-depender nodes so long as each link from the root to aroot-depender is independent of all other links in the graph.We can still show by induction that it takes k failures to cuto� a non-root-depender.Checking independence of transport paths can be doneusing network monitoring tools such as \traceroute." How-ever, in practice this information is rather dynamic and maybe di�cult to keep a handle on.
5.2 Distributing root authorityIn some settings, it is desirable for the root authority tobe distributed among multiple parties, so it takes the par-ticipation of at least t of these parties to send out a validrevocation notice (and furthermore any t parties can do so).This can be achieved by distributing the functionality of theroot into multiple parties and using threshold signatures [3,5] so that the correct participation of t parties is necessaryand su�cient to create a valid revocation. If this new \dis-tributed root" consists of at least k+ t� 1 parties, then thisalso provides crash fault tolerance for up to k�1 of the rootparties.In order for the threshold signatures to work, the root-dependers must now have at least k+ t� 1 the root partiesas parents; other nodes still need k parents as before. Whena revocation notice is sent, it is signed using the thresholdsignature scheme. Each root node sends its partial signa-ture to the root-dependers. The root-dependers reconstructthe signed revocation notice, and if it is a valid signature,they proceed as before by forwarding the signed revocation.



Since the resulting depender graph has its normal proper-ties with respect to this distributed root, it still enjoys thek-redundancy property with respect to it.
5.3 Global OptimizationsFor distribution of revocation notices, the k-redundancyproperty can be exploited simply by having each node for-ward a notice to all its dependers. In the general case, thisis the best that can be done. However, there are several sit-uations in which global information about the graph couldbe used to reduce or eliminate unnecessary network tra�cwhile still ensuring revocations are distributed properly.For example, if the graph has more than k disjoint paths tosome nodes, it might be possible to remove or ignore some ofthe edges of the graph. Similarly, if not all nodes need to re-ceive each update, then some edges can be removed. Givena particular destination node, Theorem 2 says that thereare k pairwise interior node-disjoint paths from the root tothat node, so that using only the edges in these paths wouldeliminate unnecessary tra�c while preserving k-redundancywith respect to that one destination node. When only somesubset of nodes needs to receive a revocation notice, the goalwould be to �nd a minimal set of edges that include k dis-joint paths to each node in the subset. Finally, in the casethat something more is known about which failure con�g-urations can occur than just that any k � 1 nodes mightsimultaneously fail, it might be possible to ensure that eachnode has always at least one path from the root through nofailed nodes without having k disjoint paths to each node.To go one step further, depender graphs for multiple cer-ti�cates could take advantage of structure sharing, so thatwhere participants have certi�cates in common, messagesrelating to those certi�cates could be coalesced. This couldbe done not just for revocation notices, but for the depen-der graph construction protocol itself. Structure sharingcould be further facilitated by protocols to merge multipledepender graphs with common nodes into one graph withthe maximal number of common edges.
6. CONCLUSIONSDepender graphs provide a locally manageable, scalable,e�cient, and fault-tolerant method of certi�cate revocationin a public-key infrastructure. Many practical issues remainopen, such as how k should be chosen to balance fault tol-erance needs with e�ciency consideration.Due to their fault tolerance and localized constructionprotocols, k-rdags may �nd useful applications elsewhere.As described in this paper, they are most useful for environ-ments in which only crash or delay failures occur, or if theinformation to be sent is digitally signed or otherwise ver-i�able, as in the case of certi�cate revocations. Dependergraphs can be extended to tolerate malicious behavior dur-ing the distribution of information: i.e. non-root-dependernodes in a (2k + 1)-rdag can tolerate up to k Byzantinefailures using voting; additionally, the root-dependers musthave some means for verifying information received from theroot, such as voting among themselves.Other possible applications that could possibly bene�tfrom depender graphs include fault-tolerant multicast back-bone (MBone) trees, maintaining location information for amobile host as it moves from one base station to another,and distributing routing information in the Internet such asreachability information exchanged by the BGP protocol.
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